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SensoryMobile

“We designed SensoryMobile 
for organisations who need to 
provide high quality immersive 
and interactive experiences 
across multiple sites but lack 
the space or funding for 
permanent fixtures.

With SensoryMobile budgets 
can be pulled together and a 
World leading sensory facility 
made available to everybody 
anywhere.

Available in both trailer and 
van based formats”

Tom Osborne 



SensoryMobile is the latest addition to the 
Osborne Technologies Ltd ground breaking 
sensory range. It takes the award winning 
SensoryPod technology and makes it totally 
mobile.

Designed with local authorities, school 
clusters, care groups and charities in mind, 
it provides greater flexibility on a restricted 
budget. You can take the most up to date 
multisensory and interactive learning expe-
rience to where it is needed for a timetabled 
session then move on to the next. For more 
information or to book a demonstration call 
us now.

SensoryMobile is a towable immersive 
environment for supporting special needs or 
providing highly engaging learning 
opportunities wherever you need them. Take 
SensoryMobile to the people who need it 
most and provide otherwise unreachable 
experiences that will inspire and engage.

www.cornerstone-europe.com
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« SensoryMobile is a moveable trailer or van based 
       multisensory immersive  environment.

« Packed with immersive and interactive technology       
       from an award winning company.

« 84” interactive touchscreen delivers immersive 
       experiences and engaging learning.

« Dynamic lighting and ambient sensory equipment   
       transports you anywhere you want to go.

« Easy to operate through iPad and touchscreen 
       controls.

« Create individualised environments for rapid calming    
       or stimulation.

« Experience unreachable places such as mountain tops   
       or deep oceans.

« Bring historical topics to life for better understanding     
       through immersive technologies.

« Supplied with mains electric hook-up point and a        
       powerful generator for use anywhere.

« Supplied with portable wheelchair lift.

« Raise aspirations through technology by taking it   
       directly to where it is needed most.

Main features at a glance...
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